Openstream offers Cue-me™ - a secure open-standards based, context-aware multimodal, enterprise mobility platform.

Cue-me™ supports world class application development, application management and deployment - enabling a rich user experience across all mobile device platforms.

Context-Aware Mobile Computing
The Next Leap in Mobile Interaction

Portable • Secure • Managed • Multimodal • Context-Aware
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Interaction made Intuitive!

Openstream’s Cue-me™ is a context-aware multimodal mobile platform that enables natural interaction with applications in a device independent way.

Introduce Natural Interaction in Mobile Applications

Enable intelligent interaction using context-aware architecture

Manage security and applications from a single server platform

Simultaneously deliver applications across devices, networks & markets

APPLICATIONS

- FieldForce Automation
- Healthcare
- Financial Services
- Insurance
- Retail
- Digital Media
- Productivity

Ready-to-use Multimodal Components

Context Delivery Components

Core Interaction Components

UX-centric, Rapid Application Development & Deployment using W3C Open Standards

- Run portable applications using device appropriate interaction features
- Run Web 2.0 type applications with rich functionality on your legacy hardware
- Re-use your back-end services by writing a local web front end to your app. Use local database, etc.
- Enhance your legacy apps with multimodal, context-aware features

Single Management Platform
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